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Zombie Robots Subs Are Coming!     How do you make a robot a zombie?   You let 
a pair of robots play as subs to avoid a sit-out.  Now for the fun part, when the 
results are transferred from BBO to ACBL, the ACBL will strip the robot pair of any 
MPs they won (in essence give them a huge procedural penalty for being robots 
and then recalculate the game results.  You get the MPs, but only if you deserve 
them!   
 
Stacking Tables into the Open Games = Big Points.   ACBL has just implemented 
this capability to parrot the way stacked games are handled in our face-to-face 
games.   Example:  If there is a 149 game with 10 tables, a mid-level game with 10 
tables and an Open game with 10 tables, the Open game MP award will be 
based on 30 tables not 10.  For you 600+ MP players, this is a tremendous 
opportunity to play and win big points in the Open games.  Remember there will 
always be three strata.  First place in the C Strata in a 30 table game will always be 
significantly higher than 1st place in the A Strata in a 10 table point limited game. 
 
ALERT ***** BBO Masterpoint Awards - What You See Is Not What You Get! 
***** ALERT 
Masterpoint (MPs) awards listed on BBO are wrong most of the time. Why? ... 
because BBO does not know how to score anything but stand-alone Open game.  
So, if the game is: 

 A 99, 149, 199, or anything but Open, it will be wrong 

 If the game has a Zombie Robot pair, the results will be wrong.  We 
are finally going to punish those ad robots by stripping them of the 
MPs that they won and reallocating them to us humans. 

 Stacked Open games will now also be totally wrong. 

On BBO, the position where you finish, 1st through last will be right (not counting 
zombies), but the masterpoints will be wrong.  Only ACBL Live will show the 
official ACBL MP awards! 
 
We are changing the game start times.  We will stack games for all morning and 
afternoon Open games. 
 
Alert *****  Morning 9:15 am  144/199 game now is at 9:45 am 
Alert *****  Afternoon 1:00pm  149/199 game is now at 1:30 pm 
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